
 

Welcome the space squad of HIB (Humanities International  Bachelor program). We have come from a far away galaxy 

in search of a new blue planet to call our home, having settled at RUC our search has now begun and we invite you to 

join us on this adventure. So what does that mean? Well we are a special species of student representatives known as 

“Tutors” and we have handcrafted a two week intro adventure where you will learn all the necessary skills needed  both 

social and academic, to join us on our epic journey as International humanities students. If you choose to join us we 

will be waiting for you under our baby blue flag station on 

 

 

For those of you unfamiliar with the trains in Denmark you can use https://www.rejseplanen.dk  

We recommend downloading the app for Rejseplanen as the trains in Denmark often don’t adhere to the intergalactic 

time regulations and have a tendency to be late. The Space adventure (Intro period) is not mandatory, but we highly 

encourage you to participate as much as possible to ensure you get the best start to your studies. 

As you space cadets might have gathered by now the intro period has a theme, and this year the HIB theme is  

“In search of the blue planet” as we would like to train you all in the spacy spirit of HIB. Therefore we ask you all to 

show your adherence to our ranks by wearing your most neptunium baby/light blue outfits, that way we can tell you 

apart from the other new students not joining us on the sickest two week ride of your newly established student lives. 

We are also gearing up of for an amazing Training camp (RUStrip in plain old danglish, that is a trip outside campus 

with sleepovers and fun bonding activities) From Where the moon and the stars collide 

as we engage in some inter-house bonding with the other international teams starting at RUC. During the days of the 

RUStrip you will be provided with meals, transportation  and accommodation. The cost to participate in the trip is 600 

DKK. The Rustrip is not mandatory but it’s a lot of intergalactic fun and we strongly encourage you to go as the 

friendships made on a RUStrip lasts beyond even the time-space continuum 

every weekday (with some exceptions that you will be informed 

about ahead of time in the Facebook group) will have a full program from 9-17-ish, this will be your intro period. We 

will also some evenings have parties or casual get-togethers after the official program has ended, so you have time to 

get to know each other more informally. After the intro period there will be no other introductory measures and your 

studies will start, which is why we once again highly recommend that you join the intro period. 

The programs are filled with all of the important stuff you need to know in order to have the smoothest transition into 

the beginning of your studies. We also have loads of fun in the sun - social activities planned so you and your fellow 

rustlings can properly follow the cycles of the moon and are well prepared both academically and socially to have a 

smooth galaxy joyride all through the next three years of your studies. Either way we have planned everything a rusling 

(new student) needs to start out your studies with great memories, awesome friendships, and all-round good vibes. 

 

To get all the latest updates and all the important information please make sure to join the Facebook group it is at 

the utmost importance as this will be where we communicate everything you need to know beyond this letter: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/373949101500494/ 

 

If you have any non-academic question about the intro period feel free to contact us after august 3rd in 

the Facebook group or you can contact Ciara, Carla, or Sofia on hibtutoring2022@gmail.com 

Prepare for lift-off 

-Your tutors 
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-Your tutors 

 


